
See Us!
Hear Us!
Be the Change!

A campaign for neuro divergent young filmmakers

by neuro divergent young filmmakers.



See Us!

In Focus Film Club, is a youth film project for upcoming and creative neuro

divergent filmmakers, based at Mouth That Roars Studio. We hosted a film

screening and panel discussion with neuro divergent creatives at the Barbican

on Saturday 19th November 2022.

We believe young neuro divergent film makers deserve public platforms to

promote their work and enable them to break into and be taken seriously by

the Film and TV industry. Neuro divergent people all too often see their lives

portrayed and needs defined through a neuro typical lens. 

The event successfully shone a light on the dynamic and powerful work from

emerging talent.



See Us!

"Thought provoking, touching, inspiring, absolutely wonderful."

"Such an incredible and inspiring and thought-provoking series. So

exciting to see young people’s stories through their own eyes on the big

screen.

"One of the best film events I have been to. To have a showcase of such

high quality films presented solely by neurodivergent creatives was

inspiring! Loved that the event was authentic, passionate and

accessible." 

"One of the most important, inspiring, relevant, inclusive and creative

production houses in the UK today." 

"Please show more films like these and please hold more diverse events."

We received overwhelmingly positive feedback. 

Here are some comments from the audience.



Hear Us!

We want to improve inclusion and diversity on

and off screen for neuro divergent creatives and

the wider disability community.

We launched the following campaign at the

screening which was widely supported by the

audience.

We are asking Film and TV industry leaders to

See Us!  Hear Us! Be the Change!

Commit to understanding and tackling barriers

for neuro divergent filmmakers.





Be the Change!

We call for urgent positive change in the Film and

TV industry to improve access and inclusion

practices for neuro divergent young filmmakers. 

Industry professionals, what will you do to be the

change?



About Mouth That Roars

Mouth That Roars, not-for-profit youth media company based in East London, was set up to

ensure the most marginalized young people in our local communities have access to media

and film training, in order to develop life skills and amplify young peoples’ voices.

Established in 1998 in a small office off Brick Lane, the company went on to open MTR

Studio in Hackney in 2005 - the first youth media studio of its kind in the UK. A place where

young people can attend informal training; get information about media; watch and be

inspired by independent and world cinema and other young people's films. 

MTR hosts an online site for young peoples’ films - Our Everyday Lives

(www.oureverydaylives.tv/blog) which went live in 2011.  Films produced by young people

have been watched all over the world and many have been nominated for prestigious

awards such as, the Chicago Children’s International Film Awards and BFI Network

Academies, which recognise creativity, excellence and potential amongst young film

makers of the future.

http://www.oureverydaylives.tv/blog


Thank You

For more information about the
campaign and In Focus, please contact
Denise Rose - MTR Director
02077292323 
mouththatroars@btconnect.com

 

Click to watch In Focus' films screened
at the event

Click to watch highlights from the
screening 

https://www.oureverydaylives.tv/blog/in-focus-compilation/
https://vimeo.com/775802741
https://vimeo.com/775802741

